Donations February 12-May 31

ABE AND HELEN POMERANZ FUND
IN MEMORY OF
David and Andrea Tenenbaum and family from Amy and Steve Musler
IN MEMORY OF
Kadish Leven from Ira and Susan Ross
Martin A Needles from Jack Needles
Helen Ross from Susan and Ira Ross

AL AND ANN RUDOFSKY FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Helen Ross from Ira and Susan Ross
Kadish Leven from Ira and Susan Ross
Rose Pluss from Leland Rudofsky
Stuart Zinn from Leland Rudofsky
Ardie Wandel from Leland Rudofsky

ALAN AND GAYLE BOXER JEWISH YOUTH
IN MEMORY OF
Gayle Boxer from Alan Boxer
Minnette Boxer from Alan Boxer
Ginni Freedberg from Don and Joyce Perlmutter
Ginni Freedberg from Nanci Goldin
Stephen Sherman from Don and Joyce Perlmutter
Lillian Penn from Dona Penn-Oliner
your son Morgan from Francene Rose and family
The loved ones we have lost, they will never be forgotten from Jay and Monica Freedberg
Trudi Kutner from Marcie and Rick Boxer
Ardie Wandel from Rick, Marcie, Josh and Kayla Boxer
Anne Boxer Debber from Stanley Debber
Sam Boxer from Joyce Perlmutter
Sam Boxer from Stanley Debber

ALAN FREIS MEMORIAL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Art Kleinstein from Debbie and Jim Shpall, Allie and Ben Tenzer, Bryan Shpall and JJ Shpall
Isadore Daniels from Fran and Phil Yeddis
Mervyn "Moish" Shpall from Maxine Shpall

ALPERT FAMILY MEMORIAL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Mildred A. Cooperstein from Mark Alpert
BARTER FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Gerson Barter from Jeff and Sandy Barter
Sam Goldblatt from Norma Goldblatt

BERDIE FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Esther Greenfield from Deb Friedman and Howard Brautman
Maurice Stempnitzky from Deb Friedman and Howard Brautman
Milton Getschel from Deb Friedman and Howard Brautman

BOB, LENA AND SHELDON ROSEN FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Robert Rosen from Ilene Thompson
Stanley Kris from Ilene Thompson

CANTOR'S MUSIC FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Sidney Grazi from Adele Gordon
Larry Rose from Sandie Brown

CANTORIAL FUND
IN HONOR OF
Neal Price from Karen Lee

COOK FUND
IN HONOR OF
Neal Price from Bradley Cook
IN MEMORY OF
Susie Cook from Bradley Cook
Arnold "Augie" Cook from Bradley Cook
Shirley Learner Cook from Bradley Cook
Shirlee Bloom Cook from Bradley Cook
Louis Cook from Bradley Cook

DAVID AND IDA REISMAN FUND
IN MEMORY OF
David Reisman from Margo Rogat
EMERGENCY FUND
IN APPRECIATION OF
Phil and Rachel Michaelson from Eileen Naiman
IN MEMORY OF
Marvin Naiman from Jill Snyder
Samuel Feiler from Tom and Sara Kornfeld

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Marilyn (Mitzi) Getchell from Lynn and Bill Geller

GOLDBERGER YOUTH CENTER FUND
IN HONOR OF
Neal Price from Renee Gross
IN MEMORY OF
Art Kleinsein from Anonymous
Tzvi ben Mordechai HaKohan, from Jordan Graham
George M. Forman from Mike and Leslie Forman
Ernest E Forman from Mike and Leslie Forman
Rose M Forman from Mike and Leslie Forman

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
IN MEMORY OF
Art Kleinsein from Jacob and Cathy Friedman, Micah and Elyse
Sherwin Yoelin from Jim and Cathy Waldman and family

HAROLD AND PAULINE KAY MEMORIAL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Harold Kay from Judy and Lenny Kay
Harold Kay from Shelly and Michael Seeb

HEABROS FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Albert David Ouaknine from Fabienne Ouaknine

HESED PROGRAM
IN APPRECIATION
Wishing you a Happy Purim, Happy Passover and Happy Spring. Thank you, from Robyn Naiman
in memory of
Tillie Kupetz from Debbie Kupetz-Ehr and family
Leon Penn and Morris Penn from Dona Penn-Oliner
Rose Pluss from Joe and Sandy Bean
Sara Zacker from Jon and Betty Heller
Bob Abelman from Rob and Robyn Naiman
Sam Kauvar from Stuart and Linda Kauvar
J. HARRY AND GOLDIE SINGER FUND

IN MEMORY OF
J. Harry Singer from Barbara Singer
Ronald Handler from Barbara Singer

JOE AND FAYE MORRIS FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Alia Weinberg from Stephen and Sonya Weinberg
Goldye Weinberg from Stephen and Sonya L. Weinberg

KIDDUSH FUND

IN HONOR OF
Jay and Lois Miller from Morey and Evie Cohen
Harvey Bolshoun from Morey and Evie Cohen

RECOVERY OF
Nan Vean from Inge Levie
Ivan Botvin from Morey and Evie Cohen
Linda Mishkin from Morey and Evie Cohen

IN MEMORY OF
Brinda Bailey from Albert Banker
Lea Fuchs from Anna and John Bekerman and family
Celia Eisen from Arlene Aron and family
Tillie Aron from Arlene Aron and family
Jerry Morris from Arlene Morris
Daniel Brookman from Barbara and Howard Convissar
Jack Lopata from Barbara Metzel
Brinda Bailey from Bob Rottman and Barbara Goldburg
Daniel Gurian from Buzz and Shelley Krovitz
Sally Krovitz from Buzz and Shelley Krovitz
Estelle Rubenstein from D. Gail Milne
Ly Japha from Dan and Angela Japha
Louis Flax from Dorothea Flax
Marcia Edmond from H. Edward Silver
Dorothy Gibbons from Hal Gibbons
Louis Sundel from Harvey Sundel
Maurice Stempnitzky from Howard and Tilly Rollin and Ida Garnek
Paul Rollin from Howard and Tilly Rollin
Jack Pinchuk from Ian and Arianne
Siegfried and Gerti Lowenthal from Inge Levie
Efraim Fred Hoffman from Jeanee and Dr. Anthony Hoffman
Manny Dworkin from Jill and Howard Snyder
Nate Fink from Judy and Stanley Kippur
Hannah Schleifer from June Watzman
Louise Reiss from Karen Lee
Manny Dworkin from Karen Saliman
Betty Feldman Isaacs from Karen Saliman
Dr. Harry Pearlman from Laura and David Cher
Ron Fishman from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Beverly Simon from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Marvin Rogoff from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Robert Eber from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Ardie Wandel from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Manny Dworkin from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Philip Cohen from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Larry Rose from Laz and Roberta Sanders
Ly Japha from Lynn and Bill Geller
Jerome M Ginsberg from Lynn and Joshua Ginsberg-Margo
Brinda Bailey from Morey and Evie Cohen
Paul Fink and Flora Fink from Morey and Evie Cohen
Hermann Find from Morey and Evie Cohen
Lucie Daniel from Morey and Evie Cohen
Curt Rosenbaum, Albert Rosenbaum, from Morey and Evie Cohen
Fannie Peninsky and Hyman Peninsky from Morey and Evie Cohen
Malka Devora Cohen and Linda Lake from Morey and Evie Cohen
David Justman from Norma Goldblatt and children
Ardie Wandel from Norma Goldblatt
Morris Chandler from Norman Chandler
Yedida Rudawsky from Oded Rudawsky and sons
Blanche Schiff from Osi and Selma Sladek
Flick D Hodges from Pam and David Silverman
Neil Kark from Pam and David Silverman
Philip Lane from Paula Breese
Corinne Rottman from Robert Rottman
Henry Abramson from Rose Stempnitzky
Brinda Bailey from Russ and Vicki Skigen
Ruth Goldstein from Sara and Arnie Goldstein
Teena Ann Delzell from Shelley and Buzz Krovitz
Harold I. Kraut from Sherri and Mindy Kraut
Sheppard Zalman Kogan from Sima Pomerantz
Dr Harold Pomerantz from Sima Pomerantz
Isaac Green from Tilly and Howard Rollin, Joe Garnek and Ida Garnek
Golda Seletskaya from Walter and Yelena Rabinovich
Isadore Daniels. Ellen and Stu Goldfarb
Sydney Thomas Wright from Ellen and Stu Goldfarb and family

LEAH COHEN NEW PRAYER BOOK FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Art Kleinstein from Linda and William Swartz
Neil Kark from Linda and William Swartz
Manny Dworkin from Linda and William Swartz
Oscar Yamin from Rochelle Yoelin
LIL SPEYER KITCHEN FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Celia and Isadore Litvak from Larry and Joni Litvak
Jake Cooper from Rick and Stacy Cooper
Gertrude Cooper from Rick and Stacy Cooper
Blanche Schiff from Steve and Debbie Rosen

LYNN RUBIN MEMORIAL FUND
RECOVERY OF
Charlotte Rubin from Goldie Smith
IN MEMORY OF
Morton Pepper from Albert Banker
Morton Pepper from Barry Silverman

MARILYN S. HUTTNER MEMORIAL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
May Mushkin from Sharon H Mushkin
Minnie Barsky from Sharon Mushkin

MARTHA, MILTON and RITA STOVER FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Hyman Donsky from Andrea Nachenberg
Anna Donsky from Andrea and Leon Nachenberg
Sheila Nachenberg from Andrea and Leon Nachenberg
Milton Stover from Andrea and Leon Nachenberg

MOLLY MULTIMEDIA LIBRARY FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Lee Mendel from William Silvers

PAPPER FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Anna Faiga Papper from Bernie and Carol Papper
Reba Ruth Kraut from Hanna Goldberg
Harold Kraut from Hanna Goldberg

PAUL AND LOLA WEINER MEMORIAL FUND
IN HONOR OF
Rhoda Kaplan from Dorothy Rosenblatt
IN MEMORY OF
Ellis Kaplan, Janet Kaplan, Dora Weiner from Joe and Rhoda Kaplan
Ardie Wandel from Joe and Rhoda Kaplan
Sheila Ginsberg from Joe, Rhoda, and Jared Kaplan
PERLMUTTER FUND  
*BIRTHDAY WISHES*  
Lee Rudofsky from Goldie Smith

PRESCHOOL DEVELOP FUND 2019-2020  
*IN MEMORY OF*  
Marilyn Mitzi Getchell from Max Silverman  
Claire Silverman from Max Silverman

PRESCHOOL FUND  
*IN HONOR OF*  
Rabbi Bruce Dollin from Anonymous  
*IN MEMORY OF*  
William Avara from Ellie Solomon  
Art Kleinstein from Gerald and Joan Kirshenbaum  
Albert "Itzy" Rosenbaum from Helen and Mort Rosenbaum  
Rose Rosenbaum from Helen and Mort Rosenbaum  
Ardie Wandel from Jerry and Joan Kirshenbaum  
Manny Dworkin from Joan and Jerry Kirshenbaum  
Jack Pitter from Ralph Pitter  
Evelyn B Rothstein from Tammy and Irwin Ettelman  
Jane Levy from Wendy Krupp

RABBI BRUCE DOLLIN EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND  
*IN MEMORY OF*  
Bruce Bob Marks from Anthony and Rebecca Rubenstein  
Bruce (Bob) Marks from Barb and Dick Finke

RABBI DANIEL AND IDA GOLDBERGER YOUTH, EDUCATION AND SCHOLARSHIP FUND  
*IN MEMORY OF*  
Dorothy Gibbons from Brad and Sandra Gibbons  
Bertha Kippur, Frances Leder Pluss, Rose Leder from Carol Leder  
Zeek Trainer Japha from Dan and Angela Japha  
Meyer Jacobs from Dana L. Campbell  
Sadie and Charles Rosenblatt from Dorothy Rosenblatt  
Mitzi Getchell from Gary and Karen Sullivan and family  
Clara Jacobs from Her family  
Robert Staudenmier from Leah and Sam Marcus  
Gregg Mitchell Heller from Lolo Heller  
Marvin Yaeger from Marilyn Yaeger  
Samuel Harris from Marilyn Yaeger  
Morris and Bertha Susman from Sally Spivak  
Izak Kozlowicz from Sam Kozlowicz  
Irv Rubenstein from Stan and Sandra Bauer
RABBI DOLLIN'S CHARITY FUND

BIRTH OF
Zoe Kark from Gary Mobell

IN MEMORY OF
Anna Schlager from Andria Opper
Shirley Klein from Arlene and Robert Leder and family
Larry Rose from Beverly J Morton
Manny Dworkin from Francene Rose and family
Harvey Kaminsky, Ann Kaminsky and Yitzik Kaminsky from Gary Mobell
Ben Cohen from Harvey Cohen
Becky Finkelstein from Harvey Cohen
Dottie J. Albert from Karen Jo
Isadore Daniels from Lee and Cindy Kutner
Ida Goldstein from Mark and Barbara Goldstein
John Elzea from Mark and Barbara Goldstein
Shirley Klein from Michael and Sharlyn Flaxer and family
Dr. E. Lee Garlett from Nina Garlett
Manny Dworkin from Ron and Mimi Goss and family
Linda Schneider from Ron and Mimi Goss
Sam Feiler from Ron and Mimi Goss
Lee Mendel from Sheryl and Ken Feiler
Israel Smith from Sophie Stepsay
Manny Dworkin from Tom and Sara Kornfeld
Edwin Kornfeld from Tom and Sara Kornfeld

RABBI GRUENWALD'S CHARITY FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Joseph Freidenson from Arlene Malay
Sam Ganetsky from Claire Seiden
Anne Ganetsky from Claire Seiden
Philip Mobell and Ann and Harvey Kaminsky from Gary Mobell
Manny Dworkin from Marla and Jim Diner
Sheila Ginsberg from Michael Kadovitz
Herman R Schwartz from Rhona Cohen

RABBI MANUEL and BESS LADERMAN FUND

RECOVERY OF
Morey Brooks from Goldie Smith and family

IN MEMORY OF
Rena Rosenthal and Elizabeth Bernstein from Debra Hindlemann Webster
Gary Michael Smith from Goldie Smith
Maurice Stemnitzky from Goldie Smith
Malka Kranitz from Michael Kranitz
Avery Zisman from Nolan Zisman
Sally Wynn from Sherri Means
Anna Lee Glassman from The Krupp family
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND

SPEEDY RECOVERY
Jerusha Simantob Darvish from The Simantobs

IN MEMORY OF
Sol Landow from Barbara Landow and family
Martin Milstein from Barbara Landow
Celia Eisen from Barbara Landow
Esther Friedman from Ellie Solomon
Robert Greene and Philip Carroll from Jason and Barbara Carroll
Ardie Wandel from Jennifer and Gary Zucker
Evelyn Lansky and Ken Pocrass from Larry and Myra Lansky
Brian Herman Lansky from Larry and Myra Lansky
Aziz Simantob from Mahroo, Hamid and Ari Simantob
Mr. Ardie Wandel from Mahroo, Hamid and Ariel Simantob
Isadore Daniels from Rich and Cindy Klasco
Helen Siegal from Stephen Siegal

ROSE NOWICK ICE CREAM FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Gail Honey Kessler from Michael, Lani and Molly

RUTH and JOE LUBY PLAYGROUND FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Joseph Luby from Chester Luby, JoAnn Fleischman, and Lou Ann Van Daele

SALIMAN FUND

BIRTHDAY WISHES
Ken Saliman from Jack and Adrea Sukin
Ken Saliman from Bob and Diane Hochstadt

IN MEMORY OF
Sherwin Yoelin from Aunt Bess Saliman, Cathy and Mitch Holleb, Robin and Jeffery Morris
Sherwin Yoelin from Karen Saliman
Philip Saliman from Karen Saliman
Evelyn Saliman from Ken and Joan Saliman
Paul Morton Saliman from Mark Saliman

SHIR HADASH FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Irwin Henry Ganick from Doris and David Kaplan
Teena Delzell and Brinda Breese from Laura Goff and Jerry Gordon
Blanche Miller from Rick and Mindy Miller
SISTERHOOD FLOWER AND LIBRARY FUND

IN APPRECIATION
Neal Price from Marlynn and Joe Silver

IN MEMORY OF
Steve Lazarus from Bev and Paul Hartzman
Ruth Kupetz from Beverly Sigman and family
Ginni Freedberg from Beverly and Paul Hartzman
Chantale Ouaknine from Fabienne Ouaknine
Minnie Lettween from Joel Herman
Larry Rose from Jordan and Sue Hochstadt
Isadore Tannenbaum from Larry Tannenbaum and Pat Clisham
Mary Blacher from Norman Blacher
Sherwin Yoelin from Shirley Yoelin and Carol Yoelin Reich
Eli H. Yoelin from Shirley Yoelin and family
Maurice Stempnitzky from Shirley Yoelin

SISTERHOOD GENERAL FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Meyer and Clara Jacobs from Mike Jacobs

SISTERHOOD GRACE WEDGLE PRAYERBOOK FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Sam Yamin from Rochelle Yoelin
Mildred Yoelin from Sherwin Yoelin

SISTERHOOD PAULINE GOLDSTEIN FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Lila Sosin from Barbara and Daniel Buttlaire
Martin Goldstein from Charles and Eileen Goldstein
Pauline Goldstein and Dena Heller from David and Gail Dym

SISTERHOOD YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND

IN MEMORY OF
Ed Haligman from Elka Haligman
Max Potashnik from Elka Haligman
Sam Pepper from Elka Haligman
Ida Haligman from Elka Haligman
Isaac Pepper from Elka Haligman
Larry Rose from Elka Haligman
Manny Dworkin from Elka Haligman
Adina Shira Kletter from Esther and David Kletter

SONNA and ALBERT RADETSKY

IN MEMORY OF
Harold Mankoff from Eileen and David Albert
Sam Saliman from Merna and Stewart Saliman
SUSTAINING FUND

MAZEL TOV
Zach Schatz from Jeffrey and Deborah Weinstein

IN MEMORY OF
Marian Ansel from Adrienne and Allan Ansel
Jack Pitter from Bea Pitter
Sarah Fishman from Dr. Paul Fishman
Herbert Deitsch from Eileen Deitsch
Maurice Stempnitzky from Eileen Naiman
Louis Gold from Frank J Gold
Esther Willner from Gerald Willner
Henry Zelinger from Gerrie Peters
Maurice Stempnitzky from Hanna Goldberg
Noach Lurman from Henry and Alexandra Lurman
Sam N Greenstein, Morris Feuer, Marilyn Cersonsky from Jack and Marsha Feuer
Max Wiseman from Jackie Starr
Israel and Sylvia Ruda from Jay and Joyce Moskowitz
Victor Stepsay from Jeff and Sherrie Stepsay
Anna Lustig from Jim Lustig
Gertrude Schiff from Judy Schiff
Ira Stephen Fink from Judy and Stanley Kippur
Shirley Straith, Maurice Stempnitzky and Susan Toth from Julia Vean
Jennie Glassman from Krupp family
Rose Pluss from Laurie and Louis Morris
Lee Mendel from Lou Gelfand
Dafna Zamarippa from Martin Pfefer
Leon Penn from Mort Lesser
Celia Elsie Guber from Myles Guber
Hyman Silverberg from Phyllis Goodman
Sid Levin and Rachel Pollack from Renae Levin
Ida Rosenberg Straus and Minna Alex from Rhoda Coben
Marian Gelfand from Rob and Kathy Klugman
Bob Loup from Robyn Loup
Sherwin Yoelin from Ruth and Louis Towne and family
Jennie Pomeranz from Sandy Pomeranz
Ida Gelman from Sanford Gelman
Bertha Jacobs from Sharlyn Flaxer
Joanne Rollnick from Sheldon and Elaine Hayutin
Neil Kark from Sheldon and Elaine Hayutin
Lee Mendel from Shelley and Buzz Krovitz
Albert Tenenbaum from Sherry and Allan Tenenbaum
Ida Rosenberg Straus from Sheryl Adelman
Harry Lopata from Stanley Lopata
Mary Tevah from Stella and Larry Griminger
Selma Axelrod from Stephen Axelrod
David Justman from The Flax, Finke, and Jacobs Families
Sam Goldblatt from William G Goldblatt
TOLTZ FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Rick Bugdanowitz from Steven and Michelle Toltz

YITZHAK RABIN Z”L FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Lev Malach from Dov Malach
Sarah Aaron from Maxine Shpall

YOM HASHOAH PROGRAM
IN MEMORY OF
Harold Harte and Zelda Hirsch from Babetta and Mark Sytner
Ida and Moritz Mittler from Leo Mittler family
Samuel Fine from Phyllis and Jack Kolkin
Lila Sosin from Susan Sosin

YOUNG FAMILIES FUND
THANK YOU
Joan Saliman from Julie Rubin

YOUTH GROUPS DONATION
IN MEMORY OF
Jerry Gordon from Jeff and Marti Grazi
Sid Grazi from Marti and Jeff Grazi
J Robert Barron from Sheri Citterman